
Grazing rates by Ca!anus varied inversely
with the concentration of phytoplankton
cells and the duration of the experiment. In
mixtures, Ca!anus generally removed large
cells at higher rates than small, and this
tendency was most pronounced in the larg.
est species of Calanus tested. [The Sd® indi-
cates that this paper has been cited in over
135 publications since 1963.]
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“The research was conducted at Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, and Harvard
University. Freedom to move between in-
stitutions while I was still a graduate student
was provided by a National Science Founda-
tion predoctoral fellowship and advisers
who held loose reins. This migration was
broadening, since Woods Hole was domi-
nated by the ‘food chain dynamics’ ap-
proach to pelagic ecology, while at Scripps.
statistical community ecology was being
superimposed on a strong base of biogeog-
raphy. -

“It was (and still is) convenient to assume
that the grazing of unicellular phytoplank-
ton by ‘herbivorous’ planktonic copepods is
a simple, constant, and unselective filtra-
tion, though experiments by Harvey
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in the

year I was born (1937) had indicated some
selectivity in the process. Marine zooplank-
ton had proved difficult to maintain in the
laboratory, and experimental measurements
of rates were benevolently dominated by
the ‘grandparents,’Sheina Marshall and A.P.
Orr.
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At the rates of feeding they and others

had measured, it was difficult to see how
copepods could make a living in the open
ocean. Conversely, some calculationsof the
grazing necessary to balance the growth

rate of phytoplankton resulted in rates
which seemed impossibly high on mor-
phological grounds.

“I was also much impressed by the lucid
essays of G.E. Hutchinson (see, for example,
‘The paradoxof plankton’
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) on how, in a tur-

bulentenvironment with few physical struc-
tures, many species could coexist while
seemingly competing for a few, generalized
sources of nutrition. Demonstration that
copepods not only fed selectively, but that
different species selected different food,
would suggest a resolution to the ‘paradox
of the plankton.’

“On a less cerebral level, my enjoyment
in working with living, aesthetically pleas-
ing, but esoteric aquatic animals was un-
doubtedly a strong motivation. The research
was possible because of extensive collec-
tions of cultured phytoplankton at both
Scripps and Woods Hole, and the availabili-
ty of the first generation of machines which
could count suspended particles in seawater
by size category.

“One referee was unimpressed by the re-
sulting manuscript, but the editor must have
given the benefit of the doubt to a graduate
student author. I attribute the paper’s cita-
tion to timing, since oceanic ecology ex-
perienced rapid growth in the subsequent
decade for reasons which were probably as
much political as intellectual. None of the
basic questions were fully resolved (they
still aren’t), but the paper helped inject an
awareness of the complexities of interac-
tions between particular species into the
‘trophic level’ approach taken in global
models of oceanic ecology.

“Through high-speed cinematography we
can now see how a copepod feeds,
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than drawing indirect conclusions from
what it removes from suspension and its
gross morphology, though as yet this
visualization has not increased our ability to
predict whatand how much a copepod will
eat in nature. Though the electronic particle
counters are so easy to use that they have
sometimes been employed uncritically, the
fundamental importance of particle size in
planktonic trophic relations continues to be
recognized. A recent review of feeding by
marine zooplankton is by Conover.”
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